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2 STEIN VIDAR HAGFORS HAUGAN
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Figure 1. Lightcurves from simulations with a curve similar to the one in Racine (1992)
superimposed. Abscissa values are in units of the source size r
s
.
Although searching for exact replicas of the observed lightcurve among
simulated lightcurves is useless, a comparison by eye can easily be done.
Although lightcurves with large sources lack the clear M-shaped events
of lightcurves with small sources (r
s
 1), the peaks may very well be
asymmetric to the extent indicated by the observations.
3. Conclusion
Based on the above arguments, the exclusion of models with a large source
or low average masses is not justied from the 1988-90 events. Further
observations and analysis should therefore not be concentrated solely on
interpreting the lightcurves from the perspective of (very) small sources.
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